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HIGHLIGHTS 

 

Despite the recent sell-off, our message is the same for equity 

investors: focus on ex.-U.S. exposure where valuations are 

more favorable 

As such, we remain underweight on the U.S. equity market, 

although there was a notable upgrade to our model’s score 

this month  

According to our duration model, the recent up-move in 

Treasury yields is overdone, leading to a counter-consensus 

overweight call  

Conversely, our U.S. dollar model is quite bearish, suggesting a 

declining profile over the next year, particularly against the 

Japanese yen and, to a lesser extent, the euro 

In our monthly theme, we look at the challenging start to 2022, 

and how the most expensive stocks have fared the worst 

Our research strongly suggests that investors should be focused 

on parts of the equity market that have retained earnings 

visibility in this period of heightened uncertainty and have the 

most alluring valuation support 
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Rosenberg Research 3 

Summary of Our Models’ Key Views 

Equities 

• After the recent sell-off, which we had been calling for, Strategizer’s equity models have become more constructive 

about forward return prospects 

• In particular, there are a couple of items worth highlighting: i) our model for Asia flipped to overweight from neutral 

and ii) Canada is looking increasingly attractive 

• In contrast, we remain underweight on the U.S., although there was a notable upgrade to our model’s score (now 

24.4 from 2.5 at the end of December) 

• Thus, our overarching message is that, while the U.S. market looks more attractive than it did at our last update, it 

is not yet at a level that we feel is a strong entry point 

• Instead, we believe long-term equity investors should continue to focus on ex.-U.S. exposure, where the valuations 

backdrop is considerably more favorable  

Treasuries  

• With the recent move higher in yields, our Treasury bond duration model has a counter-consensus overweight call  

• This reflects a combination of: i) depressed positioning; ii) bearish sentiment; and iii) oversold technicals, all of 

which are contrarian positives 

• Furthermore, we expect inflationary pressures to have peaked and thus inflation rates are set to subside in the 

coming months/quarters  

• Against this backdrop, it has generally been prudent to have above-average duration exposure 

Currencies 

• Strategizer’s U.S. dollar model, with a score of just 11.6, retains a have a negative outlook 

• Beyond exceptionally crowded positioning (99th percentile), valuations (99th percentile) also represent a key 

headwind  

• However, we are not calling for broad-based U.S. dollar weakness — while we expect the yen and euro to rally 

against the greenback, we are looking for the Canadian dollar and British pound to decline over the next 12 

months 
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Equity Models 

Highlights  

• Strategizer’s U.S. equity model correctly predicted that the market was vulnerable and due for a pullback  

• This ended up foreshadowing a 10% peak-to-trough decline (so far) in the S&P 500, the first real setback since 

September 2020 

• However, we still believe an underweight position is warranted on the U.S. equity market — in our view, the 

corrective phase hasn’t run its course even though the model scoring became less negative this past month 

• Conversely, our ex.-U.S. equity models point to an increasingly favorable risk/reward profile, suggesting investors 

should make international exposure a point of emphasis within their portfolio 

U.S. Equities: Still Underweight Despite the Sell-off 

Our U.S. equity model entered the year extremely bearish as rich valuations, crowded positioning and ebullient 

sentiment combined to create a backdrop that has historically been unfavorable for returns. This was further 

complicated by the Fed’s hawkish pivot, thus removing a key source of support (ample liquidity) in the market’s rally off 

the March 2020 lows. Ultimately, as we expected, the S&P 500 ended up experiencing a peak-to-trough decline of 

about 10% (so far), and finished the month with its worst performance since March 2020 (even with the late-month 

rally off the lows). While this development represented a much-needed reset, we do not believe the corrective phase 

has fully run its course, and thus our model continues to believe an underweight position is warranted. 

  

U.S. Equity Model 

Source: Rosenberg Research 
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As shown below, the improvement to our model’s score this month (now 24.4 from 2.5 last month) has taken our 12-

month return expectation to just under 10% from levels at the end of January. In essence, this implies the S&P 500 will 

finish the year little changed, which would represent a considerable softening relative to its pace over the past two 

years (+21.4% annualized). Also, note that the +9.7% return forecast is below the median (+11.4%) over our sample 

period (2006 onwards). In other words, even with the sell-off, our model is still calling for below-average returns. For us 

to turn more bullish, we will need to see a further improvement in valuations as well as less crowded positioning.  

What Our U.S. Equity Model is Predicting for S&P 500 Returns 

 

Source: Rosenberg Research 

 

U.S. Equity Model Historical Values: Modest Improvement, But Still Quite Negative 
United States 

(score) 

  

Source: Rosenberg Research 
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Value has exhibited good relative strength versus growth and our sector ranks are suggesting investors should stick 

with this theme. Note that this view is largely informed by the fact that valuations are considerably more attractive for 

value (16.7x forward P/E) compared to growth (24.7x forward P/E). Given the Fed’s hawkish pivot, we believe high 

multiple companies/sectors are especially vulnerable as liquidity is removed, hence our preference for segments of the 

market that look more attractively priced. Admittedly, while our Treasury model is bullish on duration — which would 

ordinarily favor growth over value — we believe the valuations overhang will more than offset any positive windfall from 

lower bond yields.  

This month, our U.S. equity model’s top picks are: Energy, Materials, Financials and Industrials (all sectors that have a 

value tilt). Energy, with an average rank of 1.25 across the four categories we measure (technicals, fundamentals, 

valuations and positioning) is by far and away our top call. This reflects a continued move higher in oil prices (WTI is 

trading at ~$90 per barrel, the highest it has been since mid-2014) as well as ongoing capital discipline amongst 

producers. Together, these dynamics will ensure strong free cash flow growth and thus favorable payouts to investors 

going forward.  

Materials has an average rank of 4.25, helped in large part by its favorable ranking on valuations (tied for first with 

Energy). For example, the sector trades at a 15.8x forward P/E ratio, a considerable discount to the broader S&P 500 

(20.0x), and below its average for the last 10 years (16.5x). In our view, this represents an attractive entry point, 

especially considering it was trading closer to a 20x forward earnings multiple at this time last year.  

After Energy and Materials, there are no clear-cut top picks. While Financials and Industrials (both with an average rank 

of 5.25) slightly edged out Health Care (5.50) and Real Estate (5.75) it is by no means convincing. Thus, although we 

are inclined to overweight Financials and Industrials (given the strength of the value trade and their slightly higher 

score) we also fully understand the appeal of more defensive sectors (such as Health Care and Real Estate) given the 

anticipated slowdown in economic activity.  

U.S. Equity Sector Ranks: A Preference for Value 
United States 

 

Note: i) lower rankings denote strength whereas higher rankings denote weakness and ii) values in brackets indicate prior month ranking 

Source: Rosenberg Research 
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Historically, our top-ranking sectors (1 to 4) have produced above-average returns whereas our bottom-ranking sectors 

(8 to 11) have produced below-average returns (see below). In the case of the S&P 500, our top four ranking sectors 

had a median 52-week forward return of 10.4% whereas our bottom four sectors had a return over the same period of 

7.0%. 

Median 52-Week Forward Returns by Sector Ranking in our U.S. Equity Model 
United States 

(percent change) 

 

Current ranks are as follows: Energy (1), Materials (2), Financials (3), Industrials (3), Health Care (5), Real Estate (6), Consumer Staples (7), Communication Services 

(7), Technology (9), Utilities (9), Consumer Discretionary (11) 

Source: Rosenberg Research 
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Canadian Equities: Firmly in Neutral Territory 

Strategizer’s Canadian equity model is becoming increasingly constructive, now up to 47.6 from 40.3 at the end of 

December. Note that this is the most positive our model has been since the middle of 2020 alongside a meaningful 

improvement in valuations. Indeed, the S&P/TSX Composite now trades at 14.5x forward earnings, below-average for 

the last 10 years, and the steepest discount (relative to the S&P 500) on record. In addition, in light of recent weakness 

in growth stocks, the Canadian equity market (with its low weight in Technology) is better positioned to weather a period 

of multiple compression.  
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At current levels (47.6), our Canadian equity model is forecasting returns (price only) of 4.5% over the next 12 months. 

This is consistent with the median return (+4.5%) over our sample period (since 2006), informing our neutral weight on 

the S&P/TSX Composite.  

What Our Canadian Equity Model is Predicting for TSX Returns  

 

Source: Rosenberg Research 

 

Canadian Equity Model Historical Values: Continuing to Trend Higher 
Canada 

(score) 

  

 Source: Rosenberg Research 
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Our top-rated sectors in Canada this month are: Energy, Financials, Real Estate and Materials. Outside of 

Communication Services, Energy has the most attractive dividend yield (3.9%) of any sector. However, it is expected to 

see dividend growth of 7.5% (annualized) compared to 4.6% for Communication Services. Thus, Energy has the best 

combination of current dividend yield and future dividend growth, providing investors with a very compelling income 

stream in today’s low interest rate world.  

Strategizer has had Financials as a top pick each and every month over the past year. This has been a great trade thus 

far, and we think it has room to run. In particular, the sector screens very well from a technicals perspective (we have it 

ranked first overall), but also benefits from favorable scores on positioning and, to a lesser extent, valuations and 

fundamentals.  

Due in part to the upward pressure on government bond yields, Real Estate has been range-bound over the past 

several months. However, with the economy now re-opening after capacity measures were implemented to curtail the 

spread of the omicron variant, the sector once again looks appealing. In addition, there is already a lot of BoC 

tightening priced in by the bond market, meaning the “bad news” on this front is already accounted for.  

Finally, Materials (mostly gold names in Canada) rounds out our list of top picks. We have the sector ranked first from a 

valuations perspective (it trades at a forward P/E of only 11.7x), which is the biggest reason for our favorable 

assessment. In addition, if our U.S. dollar model is correct that we are due for a period of dollar weakness, then this 

should also serve as a key source of support (due to the high weighting of gold names, which tend to move inversely to 

the U.S. dollar).  

Current Canadian Equity Sector Ranks: Energy and Financials Remain Our Top Picks 
Canada 

 

Note: i) lower rankings denote strength whereas higher rankings denote weakness and ii) values in brackets indicate prior month ranking 

Source: Rosenberg Research 
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For reference, below are the backtest results of our top ranking (1 to 4) and bottom ranking (8 to 11) sectors within the 

TSX. Our highest-ranking sectors have historically returned 8.9% on a 52-week basis versus 5.6% for our lowest ranking 

sectors. 

Median 52-Week Forward Returns by Sector Ranking in Our Canadian Equity Model  
Canada  

(percent change) 

 

Current ranks are as follows: Energy (1), Financials (2), Materials (3), Real Estate (3), Consumer Staples (5), Communication Services (6), Consumer Discretionary (7), 

Health Care (7), Utilities (9), Industrials (9), Technology (11) 

Source: Rosenberg Research 
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International Equities: A Big Improvement in Asia and Europe 

Our European equity model’s score improved meaningfully during the month — up to 37.0 from 18.4 at the end of 

December. That being said, while we have a strong preference for ex.-U.S. exposure, we believe Europe is less 

appealing than either Asia or Canada. This is due to elevated positioning and sentiment, which are contrarian negatives 

and argue for weaker returns (all else being equal).  
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With a score of 37.0, our model is still forecasting negative returns (-1.9%) over the next 12 months. This is why, 

internationally, we prefer Asia and Canada. However, note that our European equity model is on the high-end of our 20 

to 40 bucket and thus on the verge of seeing a meaningful upgrade to its expected return profile (+4.2%). Should this 

occur, we would turn more constructive on the region.  

What Our European Equity Model Is Predicting for Stoxx 600 Returns  

 

Source: Rosenberg Research 

 

European Equity Model Historical Values: Big Improvement this Month 
Europe 

(score) 

  

 Source: Rosenberg Research 
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In contrast, Asia is an area we would feel increasingly comfortable shifting exposure towards. Indeed, Strategizer’s 

model for the region saw its score improve to 71.3 (highest since May 2020) from 57.1 at the end of December. For 

reference, the last time our model was this optimistic, the MSCI Asia Pacific Index went on to gain 42% over the next 

year. While this is not our forecast (we are looking for returns of ~10%), it does highlight the increasingly attractive 

risk/reward profile.  

Admittedly, China’s heavy-handed approach to handling the pandemic has weighed on economic activity in the region 

(and, by extension, earnings growth). However, one positive element of this is that it has forced the PBOC into an easing 

posture. With the Fed signalling a desire to rapidly remove accommodation, we believe investors should shift exposure 

away from areas where liquidity is being restricted (the U.S.) to areas where it is being loosened (Asia). After all, if the 

post-Financial Crisis period has taught us anything, it is that easing by central banks can provide tremendous support 

to risk assets even in the context of lacklustre GDP growth.  
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Below are the median forward returns for the MSCI Asia Pacific Index at different model scores. As you can see, at 

similar levels in the past, returns have amounted to 9.8% (price only) over the next year.  

 What Our Asia Equity Model Is Predicting for MSCI Asia Pacific Returns  

 

Source: Rosenberg Research 

 

Asia Equity Model Historical Values: Now Recommending an Overweight Position 
Asia 

(score) 

 

 Source: Rosenberg Research 
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Treasury Bond Duration Model  

Highlights 

• After the recent up-move in Treasury yields, our bond duration model has flipped overweight 

• While valuations remain an ongoing headwind, this is more than offset by a number of positive forces  

• Notably, sentiment is extremely bearish and market positioning has moved to an extreme negative posture, both of 

which have tended to foreshadow above-average returns in the past 

• In addition, the Fed’s hawkish pivot is now priced in, meaning a key catalyst behind the move higher in yields has 

already played out  

After spending the past two months in neutral terrain, our Treasury bond duration model flipped overweight at the end 

of January — now 75.6 versus 51.2 previously. We fully appreciate this is a counter-consensus call, especially in light of 

the Fed’s hawkish pivot, but history tells us that long-dated Treasury yields fall, not rise, when Quantitative Easing (QE) 

comes to an end. In contrast, it is during QE periods when investors should look to minimize duration exposure. This 

dynamic can be traced to the fact that risk appetite increases when the Fed engages in asset purchases, but fades 

when they pull back support. We saw this through QE1, QE2, and QE3, and we expect this time will be no different.  

Admittedly, according to our model, unfavorable valuations (83rd percentile) remain an ongoing headwind. However, in 

addition to the fact that the Fed is ending QE, which has overwhelmingly been bullish for duration exposure, there are 

other key sources of support. Notably, sentiment is extremely bearish and positioning is light, both of which are 

contrarian positives. Furthermore, the bond market has already priced in an aggressive rate hike path by the Fed, 

meaning a lot of the “bad news” on this front is already “in the price.” 

Beyond this, there are also tentative indications that supply chain disruptions are easing, thus removing a key source of 

inflationary pressures. As an example, the ISM manufacturing PMI’s supplier deliveries sub-index fell to its lowest level 

since November 2020, suggesting delivery times are improving. This should ultimately flow through to prices and lead 

to much slower growth in headline inflation measures. Against this backdrop (fading inflation), it has usually been a 

good time to have above-average duration exposure.  
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As shown below, at current model readings, returns have been slightly above average across all maturities. However, 

note that returns have been more favorable at the long-end of the curve (+10.6%) than the middle part of the curve 

(+6.2%), reinforcing our overweight call on duration.  

 What Our Bond Duration Model Implies for 5-7-Year Treasury Returns 

 

Source: Rosenberg Research 
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What Our Bond Duration Model Implies for 10-Year Treasury Returns 

 

Source: Rosenberg Research 

 

What Our Bond Duration Model Implies for 30-Year Treasury Returns 

 

Source: Rosenberg Research 
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Treasury Bond Duration Model Historical Values: Buying the Price Dip in Bonds 
(score) 

 

 Source: Rosenberg Research 
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Currency Models 

Highlights 

• Strategizer continues to be negative on the U.S. dollar, with a score of just 11.6 this month 

• While the Fed’s hawkish pivot has provided support of late, in our view this trade now looks complete 

• Thus, we expect very expensive valuations and exceptionally crowded positioning (both ranking in their 99th 

percentile) to now be the primary driving forces behind the greenback’s path forward  

• As a result, our model is forecasting the U.S. dollar will decline over the next 12 months  

Strategizer’s U.S. dollar model is negative about the currency’s forward return prospects, with a score of just 11.6 this 

month. Admittedly, although our call for dollar weakness over the last few months has proven premature, we were 

surprised by the extent of the Fed’s hawkish pivot. This has temporarily provided support for the U.S. dollar — on 

diverging central bank bets — but we believe this trade has now run its course. As a result, our model is expecting the 

dollar to decline over the next 12 months, driven primarily by a combination of rich valuations and extended positioning 

(both categories rank in their 99th percentile historically). 
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As shown below, at current model readings (11.6), the DXY dollar index has tended to decline slightly over the next 

year. Thus, we believe investors should position their portfolio for U.S. dollar weakness — this means a focus on 

companies that derive a greater-than-average share of their revenues from overseas and therefore are able to take 

advantage of this tailwind. 

What Our U.S. Dollar Model Implies for 52-Week Returns for the DXY Dollar Index 
 

Source: Rosenberg Research 

 

U.S. Dollar Model Historical Values: Still Quite Bearish 
United States 

(score) 

  

 Source: Rosenberg Research 
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However, we do not expect the dollar to experience broad-based weakness. Instead, we believe the greenback looks 

vulnerable against certain currencies, meaning investors will have to opt for selectivity if they want to short the dollar. 

Notably, safe havens (like the Japanese yen and euro) have the greatest appreciation potential against the U.S. dollar 

based on our models. As a result, these would be good candidates for long positions against the greenback. Conversely, 

the Canadian dollar and British pound are expected to decline fractionally (versus the U.S. dollar) over the next 12 

months.  

 

 

What Our Euro Model Implies for 52-Week Returns for EURUSD 
 

Source: Rosenberg Research 
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What Our Canadian Dollar Model Implies for 52-Week Returns for CADUSD 
 

Source: Rosenberg Research 
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What Our British Pound Model Implies for 52-Week Returns for GBPUSD 
 

Source: Rosenberg Research 
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What Our Japanese Yen Model Implies for 52-Week Returns for JPYUSD 
 

Source: Rosenberg Research 
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Identifying Favorable Opportunities Following January’s 
Selloff 

Highlights 

• The start to 2022 has been challenging and filled with volatility for equity investors 

• The S&P 500 and Nasdaq experienced peak-to-trough declines of 10% and 15%, respectively, before recovering 

somewhat in the final days of January 

• The damage was largely centered in high-valued names, as Fed concerns dominated 

• The market environment this year is not conducive to valuations expanding, but rather contracting 

• Going forward, as a result, we believe investors are best to focus on the parts of the market with favorable 

valuations that also offer a compelling earnings stream  

It has been a challenging and volatile start to the year for equity investors, with the S&P 500 falling just over 5% on the 

month for the worst start to the year since 2009. It was rougher for the Nasdaq, which fell 9% in what was the weakest 

January since 2008. This is despite rallying to end the month as well, with intra-month declines reaching 15% for the 

Nasdaq and nearly 10% for the S&P 500 at their lows on January 27th. The driving force behind these moves came 

courtesy of the Federal Reserve, as hawkish rhetoric began building following the most recent set of FOMC minutes and 

market expectations began ratcheting higher as a result — from three rate hikes to now stand at five (one bank is now 

calling for seven!). Not to mention the anticipation of reducing the balance sheet this year (a process that took many 

years to begin in the previous cycle) and at a potentially faster pace.  

A larger-than-expected monetary headwind, in addition to fiscal drags, slowing growth and peak earnings are not a good 

mix for risk assets. This is especially the case for companies that trade at higher valuations as the aforementioned 

conditions generally lead to multiple compression. Unsurprisingly, looking under the hood of the S&P 500 in this latest 

drawdown, this is exactly what we saw. Breaking the index down into deciles by forward P/E reveals that those with the 

lowest valuations had a median gain of 2% to start the year, compared to a median loss of 17% for their high valued 

peers. The latter tend to be more speculative in nature and/or longer duration assets — relying heavily on projected 

growth rates in the future, making them more sensitive to changes in interest rates/central bank policy. 
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Stocks With Higher Valuations Got Hit the Hardest 
United States: S&P 500 median January performance by forward P/E decile 

(percent) 

 

Source: Bloomberg, Rosenberg Research 

Throughout 2021, Strategizer has had an increasingly pessimistic view at the headline level when it comes to the S&P 

500. Our preference, rather than broad-based exposure, has been to focus on idiosyncratic opportunities beneath the 

surface. For example, on multiple occasions, we have highlighted the rising dispersion between valuations of the most 

expensive and least expensive stocks (see chart below). Our recommendation has been to focus less on the high 

valuation names and more on those in the lower valuation bucket. Updating this chart to reflect the damage that took 

place in January reveals how prudent this strategy has been, but also how much “froth” is still present despite P/Es 

contracting as they have so far. 
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Still A Ways To Go For the High Valued Names to Get to “Normal” 
United States: S&P 500 median forward P/E by quintile 

 

Source: Bloomberg, Rosenberg Research 

That said, we believe that there are a number of opportunities that remain at the industry level, with rising dispersion in 

returns throughout this period of volatility (a huge benefit to portfolio managers and investors that have active 

mandates). As a starting point, plotting the forward P/E multiple at the beginning of January against the multiple 

contraction that occurred by the end of the month is a useful visualization. Not only does the scatter plot below 

demonstrate (again) how it was the higher valued industries that got hit hardest, but it should emphasize how well 

lower valued segments (our focus) have held in. 
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Focus on the Lower Valued Industries… 
United States: S&P 500 

 

Source: Bloomberg, Rosenberg Research 

Additionally, we can also layer on earnings expectations as it is possible that an industry is cheap for good reason (i.e., 

has an undesirable earnings profile). In essence, we are looking to identify opportunities with attractive P/E-to-growth 

(PEG) ratios — i.e., growth at a reasonable price, preferably <1.0x that is considered “undervalued.” 
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… Especially Those With Strong Earnings Projections 
United States: S&P 500 

 

Source: Bloomberg, Rosenberg Research 

Our results are shown in the table below. To summarize, we are screening for S&P 500 industries with forward P/Es of 

less than 20.0x that experienced some (or all) of the following: multiple contraction to levels that are at, or near, their 

five-year averages, positive earnings growth, low PEG ratios, and that (preferably) experienced a solid upward revision 

to their profits outlook over the past month while the market was sinking. To be clear, all of these industries stand out 

as viable alternatives compared to their more expensive peers. But, when combining these factors, Oil, Gas & 

Consumables and Pharmaceutical stocks appear as the best of the group, in our view, followed by Construction & 

Engineering, Trading Companies & Distributors, Communication Equipment and Household Durables industries. 
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Oil & Gas and Pharmaceutical Sectors Look Like the Best Opportunities 
United States 

 

Source: Bloomberg, Rosenberg Research 

Ultimately, this is just one way to look for opportunities that have presented themselves following the January sell-off. 

But the core idea underpinning this stock screen is what is most important — the market environment that equity 

investors are facing in 2022 is not conducive to valuations expanding, but rather contracting. And, when the gap 

between the multiples of those in the top quintile group compared to the bottom are the widest they have been since 

the dotcom bubble, the pain will likely be felt primarily in those with the most “air” underneath their stock price. While 

the companies that dominate the top valuation quintile may well have attractive narratives or themes behind them, the 

reality is that multiples at these levels complicate forward returns. Thus, we believe investors will benefit from seeking 

out opportunities in the bottom quintile group — especially those that are poised to deliver strong earnings growth, like 

the Oil & Gas and Pharmaceutical groups mentioned above.  
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Key Charts We Are Watching 
 

Despite the Volatility, Traders Are Net Long the S&P 500 the Most Since Dec. 2018! 
United States: S&P 500 futures and options positioning on the CME 

(thousands of contracts; >0 denotes net long) 

 

Source: Haver Analytics, Rosenberg Research 

 

Takeaways 

• Does the above chart look like capitulation? The net speculative long on the S&P 500 is now up to 42,371 futures 

and options contracts, the highest it has been since December 2018 

• For those wondering what we mean when we say more of a “washout” needs to take hold before we will become 

constructive on the U.S. market, this is exactly it 

• Positioning is way too extended for our liking, suggesting investors are unperturbed by the recent sell-off 

• We believe Warren Buffett’s quote is apropos in this case: “Be fearful when others are greedy and greedy when 

others are fearful” — if that time comes, we will become more bullish 
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Breadth Trending in the Wrong Direction 
United States: Share of Nasdaq members trading above their 200-day moving averages  

(percent) 

 

Source: Bloomberg, Rosenberg Research 

 

Takeaways  

• Breadth measures continue to deteriorate — particularly for growth stocks — as shown by the chart of Nasdaq 

members above their 200-day trendline 

• After reaching a high of more than 90% in February 2021, this share now stands at just 25%, the lowest it has 

been since May 2020 

• Until we see this trend reverse course, our message is to sell rallies — this is not a sign of a healthy market 
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EPS Surprises Are Shrinking in Size Providing Less Fundamental Support for Bulls 
United States: aggregate S&P 500 earnings surprise 

(percent) 

 

 

 

Source: Bloomberg, Rosenberg Research 

 

Takeaways  

• According to Bloomberg, aggregate S&P 500 earnings surprises (with more than half of names reporting) is about 

6% in the Q4 earnings season 

• This is down from 9% in Q3, 16% in Q2 and 22% in Q1, providing a very clear pattern of erosion 

• So, while the earnings news is still positive, it is less positive than before 

• Financial markets respond to changes at the margin, so indications that EPS surprises are shrinking in size is not a 

positive development  
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Appendix: Basic Methodology of Our Models  
We utilize a consistent framework in the creation of all our models. First, we assess each asset class across a variety of 

metrics that fall under the following broad categories: technicals, fundamentals, valuations, sentiment and positioning. 

Next, we arrive at a composite model score by taking a simple average across these five categories before re-scaling 

the result to fit a 0 to 100 scale (0 being the worst for expected forward returns, and 100 being the best for expected 

forward returns). Over time, this score will shift and help inform investors how much more (or less) exposure to a given 

asset class they should be adding (or subtracting) in their portfolio. Please note that the models were developed based 

on their own history and thus scores are not directly comparable between asset classes or differing geographies.  

However, from an equity sector perspective, our approach is slightly different. For starters, we do not directly measure 

sentiment as we believe there is insufficient data to be able to do it well at a sector level. Consequently, our analysis is 

focused on the following four categories: technicals, fundamentals, valuations and positioning. Furthermore, instead of 

generating a composite model score as we do with the headline equity indices, we simply rank each sector (against one 

another) across each category and then average their rank. We utilize a 1 to 11 scale (where 1 is considered the 

highest possible result) to reflect the fact that there are 11 equity sectors as per the Global Industry Classification 

Standard (GICS). Note that stronger technicals and fundamentals are considered to be positive, whereas lower 

valuations and less crowded positioning are also positive.  

For those clients who would like to go through our models and how the numerical scorecards are derived, please do not 

hesitate to contact us at strategy@rosenbergresearch.com. 
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Important Disclosures 
The Strategizer report (the “Report”) provides general commentary on the 

economy and capital markets. All opinions are those of the author(s) as of the 

date of the Report and are subject to change without notice. Although every effort 

has been made to ensure that the contents of this Report are accurate at the time 

of publication, Rosenberg Research & Associates Inc. (“Rosenberg Research”) will 

not necessarily update the Report in the event facts or opinions change. The 

Report is provided on an “as is” basis and Rosenberg Research makes no 

guarantees as to the accuracy, quality, or completeness of the contents of this 

Report and will not, under any circumstances, be liable to you or any other person 

in any way for any loss or damages (direct, indirect, special, economic, incidental, 

consequential, punitive or exemplary, including without limitation, loss of revenue, 

data, anticipated profits or lost business) in respect of use of, or inability to use, or 

any reliance on, the Report or any of its content (including without limitation, any 

inaccuracies, errors, or omissions).  

This Report is for discussion purposes only. 

Although Rosenberg Research may provide commentary relating to investment 

approaches and opportunities to buy or sell securities or derivatives, such 

commentary is not intended to provide individual or customized legal, accounting, 

financial, investment, or tax advice, with respect to such securities or derivatives 

or otherwise, and should not be construed as such. Rosenberg Research is not in 

the business of providing such advice, including with respect to specific securities 

or derivatives, and is not a registered investment adviser, representative of a 

registered adviser, or associate acting on behalf or under the supervision of a 

registered adviser or registered advising representative within the meaning of 

applicable securities legislation and rules or regulations thereunder. 

This Report is only intended to provide you with general information and is neither 

an offer to sell nor a solicitation of an offer to purchase any security or derivative. 

Any commentary and information contained in this Report should not be 

considered personal investment advice or customized advice in any manner 

whatsoever, including with respect to buying or selling securities or derivatives. 

Each individual’s financial situation is unique. This Report should not be regarded 

by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgement and readers 

are encouraged to seek independent, third party research on any companies 

discussed or impacted by this Report and to seek the advice of qualified and 

registered professionals with respect to any specific financial, legal, accounting, or 

tax questions. 

Neither Rosenberg Research nor any of its directors, officers, partners, or any 

person or company that is or would be an insider of Rosenberg Research within 

the meaning of applicable securities laws have any financial or other interest in 

the securities, derivatives, or classes thereof, or in the securities or derivatives of 

a class of issuers, described in this Report other than that which has been 

disclosed. 

Any charts, graphs, or other graphics are used for illustrative purposes only and 

are not indicative of future values or the performance of any readers’ portfolio or 

model portfolio.  

This Report is not a research report under applicable U.S. rules and regulations. 

Rosenberg Research is not endorsed by or affiliated with any 

state/provincial/territorial bar association or other legal or accounting 

membership organization or association, tax authorities or agencies or 

associations, or the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada 

(IIROC), the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) in the U.S. or any other 

financial regulatory authority, agency or association.  

Rosenberg Research does not guarantee the accuracy of any information in this 

Report. This Report may contain links to third-party websites. These links are 

provided as a convenience only. By providing these links, Rosenberg Research is 

not expressly or impliedly endorsing or approving these other sites, nor warranting 

or guaranteeing the content of the materials on such sites or the services or 

products that may be offered on such sites.  

Rosenberg Research reports are distributed simultaneously to internal and client 

websites and other portals by email and are not publicly available. 

Terms and Conditions of Use 

Your receipts and use of this report are governed by the Terms and Conditions of 

Use which may be viewed at [www.rosenbergresearch.com] 

THIS ROSENBERG RESEARCH REPORT IS NOT PUBLICLY AVAILABLE. 

UNAUTHORIZED USE OR DISCLOSURE IS PROHIBITED. 

This report is prepared for the exclusive use of Rosenberg Research clients, 

subscribers to this report and other individuals who Rosenberg Research has 

determined should receive this report. This report may not be redistributed, 

retransmitted or disclosed, in whole or in part, or in any form or manner, without 

the express written consent of Rosenberg Research. 

ANY USE OF THIS REPORT IS AT YOUR OWN RISK AND LIABILITY. NEITHER 

ROSENBERG RESEARCH, NOR ANY DIRECTOR, OFFICER, EMPLOYEE OR AGENT OF 

ROSENBERG RESEARCH, ACCEPTS ANY LIABILITY WHATSOEVER FOR ANY DIRECT, 

INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, MORAL, INCIDENTAL, COLLATERAL OR SPECIAL 

DAMAGES OR LOSSES OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THOSE 

DAMAGES ARISING FROM ANY DECISION MADE OR ACTION TAKEN BY YOU IN 

RELIANCE ON THE CONTENT OF THIS REPORT, OR THOSE DAMAGES RESULTING 

FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER FROM THE USE OF OR 

INABILITY TO USE ANY CONTENT OR SOFTWARE OBTAINED FROM THIRD PARTIES 

REQUIRED TO OBTAIN ACCESS TO THE CONTENT, OR ANY OTHER CAUSE, EVEN IF 

ROSENBERG RESEARCH IS ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES OR 

LOSSES AND EVEN IF CAUSED BY ANY ACT, OMISSION OR NEGLIGENCE OF 

ROSENBERG RESEARCH OR ITS DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES OR AGENTS 

AND EVEN IF ANY OF THEM HAS BEEN APPRISED OF THE LIKELIHOOD OF SUCH 

DAMAGES OCCURRING. 

If you have received this report in error, or no longer wish to receive this report, 

you may ask to have your contact information removed from our distribution list by 

emailing [subscriptions@rosenbergresearch.com]. 
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Our Products 

Breakfast with Dave  

Our flagship product, Breakfast with Dave, 

is an in-depth look into the global financial 

markets and the economy. You’ll access 

Dave’s deep data analysis and 

assessments of “big picture” trends, and 

his advice on how to invest around them. 

Sample Report 

Strategizer 

A monthly report designed to produce 

actionable investment ideas based on our 

proprietary models. The report covers a 

wide range of asset classes and sectors 

and will help investors identify shifts  

and opportunities in the investment 

landscape. 

Sample Report 

Webcast with Dave  

For these webcasts, David is joined by 

industry titans to share their views on the 

markets and the economy. Past and future 

speakers include Gary Shilling, Richard 

Bernstein, Niall Ferguson, Jeffrey 

Gundlach, and other legends. 

Check out our guest line up 

Early Morning with Dave  

Dave and our team of economists get up 

early to prepare this analysis of the 

overnight markets and global events. 

Dave’s take on macroeconomic trends 

from his global perspective will give you 

the insight you need to understand the 

investment landscape for the day ahead. 

Sample Report 

Technicals with Dave  

Each week Dave and our technical 

analysts engage their charting expertise to 

identify both broad secular trends and 

near-term shifts across all markets, 

including equities, fixed income, 

currencies and commodities. 

Sample Report 

Special or Thematic 
Reports  

Dave and the team produce periodic,  

high-level studies on the secular and 

structural shifts in the global economic 

and financial landscape. 

Sample Report 

Weekly Buffet with Dave  

Cap off your investment week with Dave’s 

digest of the key economic themes and 

investment ideas that moved the markets 

this week. 

Sample Report 

Charts with Dave  

Charts with Dave provides regular access 

to our latest slide deck. Dave’s charts 

capture the current and future trends in 

economic and market activity. 

Sample Report 

Deep Dives and  
Market Movers  

This periodic, event-based report offers 

analysis of breaking news and/or data 

releases that are affecting the markets 

and your investments. 

Sample Report 

 

 
 
For pricing information on any of our products contact us at: 

+1 (416) 583-5566 

information@rosenbergresearch.com 
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https://d14tnp04.na1.hubspotlinks.com/Btc/V+113/d14TNp04/VWJQF_8Z5f2KW66Qr8P6K88Z3W6P_DFt4C5VWQN76MZ_G3q90_V1-WJV7Cg-9TN5TCrwNw_vxGW4B1Ypb5LQJ5GW2t4rQj5ZfMSNW6sTTdL429f55W3ZL6YZ3N3wKWW95c5v32W5vYvW6zgZdr5SlFmqW4G2LQj3q2n3SW4kMjTz7-SCQnW8BpG7M60NPQ5W2jscy38KcZ53W7vWPbR43scCsW4PqrTX7gBPrxN1gRLlW94MkZW5jL4st1V-Ld8W4Tlwft7FMZ9cW97CFvb45MjrTW67W61P7tCrx3VHl_jk39K7WSF5Ky_CnxV8pW8w4dj35Fdx3BV9PBVL5jXDP7W3Ks1FQ3fxBlCW1XZ_5x2_LzHkW4ZlHLB2zkQM0W2-bqgv7WLY_ZW3rD2Xp804NK-W4wtgvT8dpZ2MW4cmSG16HxzqkW98NgYv79HNxS3kv51
https://www.rosenbergresearch.com/allwebcasts/
https://d14tnp04.na1.hubspotlinks.com/Btc/V+113/d14TNp04/VWJQF_8Z5f2KW66Qr8P6K88Z3W6P_DFt4C5VWQN76MZ_G3q90_V1-WJV7CgWCHW4-vcbb4QCDxLW6pZH2J2SRmvHW3qP_FQ3m5QchW23zl9l8q4b_lW6btRL32xr7kpW5tNrTz8RhWkjW5p6nGj3N5SBYW330bTc6zdRD3W2YJ9Jk8wYdCNN3PmcFVPgVkLW8sgFqd9f4WhHVfBlzx2nj1qJW2wsDzV4gQSgNW4mWmY43cjFqgW177yVM7fgW8PN94DSW6lQK48W3stNB-6MgF9gN2pG7j7bCX2PN5tSmGkxwmr6W5MVlw18gnxwRF7yvvfNRHMqW6ypmXf5zZlbZN7DqKMqFyM0RW110dPk505RfNW3w8XM29fnB_PW6ypqrQ50tjZPN8HdH5W4sWlWW881m7S3X-XSZW3tB-Yt2Qb_BPN74vvvHmt5_f3ksW1
https://d14tnp04.na1.hubspotlinks.com/Btc/V+113/d14TNp04/VWJQF_8Z5f2KW66Qr8P6K88Z3W6P_DFt4C5VWQN76MZ_G3q90_V1-WJV7CgXkTW9bddDl4nH2zVW4bg6YC1N40RrW53rF_r4L4xyqW4c4lPn4CRm6KW7gC0Y52lB84NW2nP1sx9kBt6rW5dy1lK6DvtmVW2VGyWj6fjn63W3mlwGP71YWJYW3jFpkY773LyKW2VW6ql6FSZXLW9ftxVv8pQrfqW3_NJ1t48LyGSW3cCqh918z5XCW6CQpLP80mJq1W9cfQ_H20fHGtW75lxlg7B6wSvN9cJ1WNZKr35W7B4M7Y3WQmMRW4QlMNT18jtsjW49Wp5d8d_ZxmW6VRKmy18fHbgW52dvhf9c4DM_W73Z5v165qvVFN96tPhzvKJ1xW3rZM383ZxKpGW8pdydQ3n2gkXW46ygMp6B29JvW4H-pHt8tVjlGW5gyv_v9305cX26N1
https://d14tnp04.na1.hubspotlinks.com/Btc/V+113/d14TNp04/VWJQF_8Z5f2KW66Qr8P6K88Z3W6P_DFt4C5VWQN76MZZB5nKv5V3Zsc37CgNzDW3NPftm3p4DzDW1w0Lrw8mD4csW5cTM897j-Y1gW7YQSrH5sqFBSW1B4bDC5nPl4cW1TRp8s6j4yQBW18HJKS2c-79RW6B-BBQ3mTvyFW67r00Y47Qf61W5J_D042xZp_VMxZd_F95X9vW7Kt_Z47qnSWPW9151Lf2H84GhW8vb8Dj2x4g5PW6ql-tR8-JvfpVd7p4X8K5KYFW1gNZ4T479S_-W702Rhq45_ljGW91wP-D3hX8yVMj9fxLmrB6sW4fF7fq1X8kj2W55V9bl2RpFlrW4Qfpq93R6Dr0W9cf5V-8J8_-cMlShjDs-jk6W2t_p_J3_1BkxVltxp85Fs5-zW6cjl3h8nSQ_bW7ZWdHg8XKd9wW24qj-c8hgZRbVdZhwz2gx9TyW7dd2sZ8j7Z1_3kHp1
https://d14tnp04.na1.hubspotlinks.com/Btc/V+113/d14TNp04/VWJQF_8Z5f2KW66Qr8P6K88Z3W6P_DFt4C5VWQN76MZ_G3q90_V1-WJV7CgP6gW6bpXPv7Wsl5JW99jfqZ7RFWj9W21shyF3Jh27rW1DQZsl5QgNNxN97fGTBlbvS4W2Cxs2q11q9vSW60p4F-4NDlN_W2978Pt6mKvJ2W4mYQvg11685dW8bHWKF6cY7ZDW7fFNtt8Jr3HxW13SH9k89F-34VWrRvj1q4cx1W1kytQY4CvgvNVydhY01g8XPqW6b0TKS1QpNcDW83mJPH2Vyb91W5xFt7295Dc8GW2rw29V3w8LyXW7xwvBc6bGjMJVJwLxd93qwppW6WqK19329bMcW4H56HQ26kG6LW1kHWCZ49RclhW8Fspgt4XQJYDW3dhdWn4-0gL_W8wnZcl7lfLRzW74gvCf4F-hyVVKzDbr8LLL_6W63n5Zh2hx1f234Py1
https://d14tnp04.na1.hubspotlinks.com/Btc/V+113/d14TNp04/VWJQF_8Z5f2KW66Qr8P6K88Z3W6P_DFt4C5VWQN76MZ_m3q90JV1-WJV7CgVrLW7w1ZTg3THqQrN5CzXrgF2HYJN25-66NyKCrcW2msfD91VXHCsW8ysvc93tk7C7VgdNfk4BLBJCW50FWw_6tYCySN61zXhcD-mBJN3Gt1cl9lf0BW42gHhw7s9lnQN6SlYPZHmdkJW3-s5km5V8BJmW2wTthj6bBCh5W4K9QP096QWMqW7xwX841KGVxnW48sp007LP86NW6QhGgs3Ft0CVW70StsJ5K9VkJW1cBYhb1DNc8VVHdZk06H_QdrW2y_Gzc88hWj9W6Z9cmp83PrQqVfJjF48bWP7SW6Ch3rl3PNyt-W5HxSGc1HFmP8N5d79TMPt-VMW7ZyD4P72rlzYW1JzCgh1hthwQ3cZ_1
https://d14tnp04.na1.hubspotlinks.com/Btc/V+113/d14TNp04/VWJQF_8Z5f2KW66Qr8P6K88Z3W6P_DFt4C5VWQN76MZZB5nKv5V3Zsc37CgTdMW964RN36f0qKqW9cdmjL2-bJ_LW6FwZzs461ZDNF1NRx3FwDMKW3_pmCl29YvcHW8m77LK1xV0RYN1Xp1NbWYrqcVxW-XP8f_x-KW89M3y54QPCB8W5J8L2k6S3nT6N16gw49cY_96W2XhxgZ7k5fz4W2CttDP7zvKNkW5QRf_T6hWgp5W2btrjp7ZK_YVW1K14_x3hS632W1bZMGM6D0FFBW4bSGhv4TBFZgW5kX-LB2yBVD9W4rX5vh4MMt05W3_dc3N7yTnlqW5Z_m-z7-Gh0fW5s5Vm52yPtzCW58QJxR8Y-hJhW7-0q9Q71ysRqW67vYY872TtBKW6ynJrJ8kgsnRW4hNNN245T-8HV1Vkft3NvHCKW6D7XDf7VC2b7W15xRrw24Z5M5W1wP72j3JmRxl3ndD1
mailto:information@rosenbergresearch.com?subject=At%20a%20Glance:%20Information%20on%20your%20products
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Contact Us 
3080 Yonge Street, Suite 6060 

Toronto, Ontario  

M4N 3N1 

+1 416-583-5566 

information@rosenbergresearch.com 

www.rosenbergresearch.com 

Our People 

Economics & Strategy 

David Rosenberg  

Chief Economist & Strategist 

Brendan Livingstone 

Senior Market Strategist 

Krishen Rangasamy 

Senior Global Economist 

Marius Jongstra 

Senior Economist & Strategist 

Vibhu Kapoor 

Economist 

Julia Wendling 

Economist 

Keith Edwards 

Technical Analysis Consultant 
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